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Punctuate the following sentences worksheets

Sentences are required. 1. Question Harold Ken in men, men, 2 hates. Who is your teacher 3? Stop that guy 4. 5 Shut up. Good morning Madam 6. Gita You Are Fine 7. Pawan Deepak and Suman are playing hide-and-seek and looking for 8. Mom bought meat bought on fish and vegetables 9. What is the time now 10. Anu Class 2 Answers
for CBSE A. Fill in the blanks with the answer PDF is a beautiful girl break letter worksheet, am, are, were. 1. Tom in the garden yesterday. 2. Eggs in the box now. ____________________________________________________________ 3. Packet sugar. _____________________________________________________ 4. Hot coffee in
cups. 5. Now cookies on the table _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Three potatoes on the table.
____________________________________________________________ 7. The butterfly is very beautiful. 8. Bread and knives on the table. ______________________________________________________________ 9. Teapot completed tomorrow. 10. Three apples on the branch. 11. I write blackboard sterday. 12. Bottle full of milk
Lyesterday. 13. Touchen has two apples. 14. Bill is crying now. 15. Paul boat two hours ago. 16. Palm now sitting on the floor
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ It's so hot tomorrow. 18. It's raining today. 19. Books
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Mona now a housewife. B. Look at the pictures and put the mark (✗) in front of the wrong answer. (1)
Food food (cooking food (2) playing cricket () playing football () barking () yawning (4) Happy Birthday () Happy New Year () C Circle the words that are included in the following sentences. 1. They went and played in the park. 2. I like popcorn but my sister likes chips. 3. Mohit hoped to get baseball or sports for his birthday. 4. Nina knocked on
the door but no one answered. 5. We saw clowns, horses and elephants in the circus. 6. Who will go with us? Mita or Gita? D. Look at the picture and fill in the blanks. The carpet is on the floor. 1. Bag desk. 2. Elephant poster is wall. 3. Clothes are wardrobe. 4. Photo clock and plant. 5. The doll house is on the cupboard. 6. The bookcase is the
sofa. 7. Shelf is cupboard. 8. Pencil is cup desk. 9. Chair desk. 10. Elephant poster is panda poster. E. Choose the right option to complete the sentences. 1. I like to stay in the house. (Clean) (clean) 2. The amount usually sings
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reena speaks English (fluent) () 5. Sahil ran fast () f Give the appropriate question words in the following blanks. 1. ___________________________________________________________ 2. Does it cost a lot? 3. What do you feel now? Well thank you. 4. Time class starts? 5. Does the shop open in the morning? Add G-Ed for the following
words. पच _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ लाइव
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Let me pause the following sentences correctly and rewrite them.
a. Today is my birthday b. These are your shoes c are birds fly d. Mr Mathur owns a toy shop e he brings pencil sharpener and notebook for the new season f Good morning how do you fill in the spaces with jay right word. 1. He is the best chocolate cake in school
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Cats
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ They bed at 10 a.m. (Go/Goes) 4. Amit answered the question. (Address/Knows) 5. ANU do a lot of work. (is/is) 6. They
like jigsaw puzzles. Write five sentences about the picture of (what/does). Remember to start each sentence with a capital letter and end the sentence with a full stop. Reader interaction interactions
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